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Abstract

Metaphor is an important part of everyday thought and lan-
guage. Although we are often not aware of metaphor in ev-
eryday speech, on occasion, a particularly creative or novel
use of metaphor will make us pay attention. It has been hy-
pothesized that one of the driving cognitive factors behind
the use of novel metaphor is a need to describe a new real-
ity (as opposed to a preexisting reality) that would otherwise
be difficult to convey using conventionalized metaphor. To
this extent, novel metaphor use in everyday language may be
more associated with episodic memory demands in contrast to
conventional metaphor that is associated with semantic mem-
ory. To test this idea we analyzed novel metaphor use in the
Hippocorpus—a corpus of more than 5000 recalled and imag-
ined stories about memorable life events in the first person per-
spective. In this dataset, recalled events have been shown to
rely on episodic memory to a greater extent than descriptions
of imagined events (i.e., narrating an event as if it happened to
you but not describing an event that actually happened to you),
which largely draw on semantic memory. We hypothesized
that novel metaphor use during event narration should be mod-
ulated by the extent to which language users are able to draw
on primary experience to describe events. We found that novel
metaphor counts in recalled events were significantly higher
than imagined events. Importantly, we found that factors that
influence the extent to which language users are able to draw
on primary experience during event narration (i.e., openness to
experience, similarity to one’s own experience, and how mem-
orable or important an event was) modulated novel metaphor
use in different ways in imagined compared to recalled events.
The work paves the way for using large scale corpora to ana-
lyze underlying cognitive processes that modulate metaphori-
cal language use.
Keywords: Conventional Metaphor; Novel Metaphor; Seman-
tic and Episodic Memory; Emotion and Metaphor

Introduction
Metaphor is an important part of everyday thought and com-
munication serving a broad range of functions. However, lit-
tle is known about the underlying cognitive factors that may
modulate everyday metaphorical language use. According
to conceptual metaphor theory, conventional metaphors re-
flect systematic conceptual mappings that have been estab-
lished over the course of experience and are reflected in ev-
eryday language use (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). While novel
metaphor use may also reflect underlying conceptual map-
pings, it typically needs to involve a creative association of
ideas (or use of language) to convey these mappings in a
new way. Additionally, novel metaphor use may also involve
making entirely new associations between disparate concepts.
Critically, it has been hypothesized that language users may

draw on novel metaphor to describe a new reality (as opposed
to a preexisting reality) when more conventional metaphors
are inadequate (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980).

While a great deal of research has been devoted to under-
standing differences in the comprehension of conventional
versus novel metaphor (Gentner & Bowdle, 2005), less atten-
tion has been placed on identifying the cognitive factors that
drive the production of conventional versus novel metaphor
use in everyday contexts. One possibility, in line with the
idea that novel metaphor is used primarily to convey a ‘new
reality’ as opposed to ‘preexisting reality’, is that one cog-
nitive factor associated with novel metaphor use may be the
ability to draw to a greater degree on episodic memory in con-
trast to conventional metaphor that relies mainly on semantic
memory. That is, a language user might be more likely to
draw on novel metaphor to describe an event from primary
experience than when describing an event that they have little
to no primary experience to draw upon. Tulving (1972) first
proposed a distinction between episodic and semantic mem-
ory. Episodic memory is associated with ‘temporally dated
episodes or events’ with an autobiographical reference. In
contrast, semantic memory is associated primarily with com-
monsense knowledge necessary for the use of language.

In order to test this idea we leveraged NLP techniques to in-
vestigate the use of novel metaphor in the Hippocorpus. The
Hippocorpus consists of a large corpus of recalled and imag-
ined stories about life events (Sap, Horvitz, Choi, Smith, &
Pennebaker, 2020). In this dataset, NLP techniques were used
to show that recalled events rely to a greater extent on markers
of episodic memory in language than descriptions of imag-
ined events (i.e., narrating an event as if it happened to you but
not describing an event that actually happened to you), which
draw largely on semantic memory (Sap et al., 2020). We
hypothesized that novel metaphor use during event narration
should be modulated by the extent to which language users
are able to draw on primary experience to describe events.
To this extent, we further hypothesized that cognitive factors
that may impact the extent to which language users are able to
draw on primary experience would modulate novel metaphor
use in recalled and imagined stories. We analyzed three fac-
tors that were collected in the Hippocorpus (1) openness to
experience—one of the Big Five personality traits; (2) emo-
tionality or how memorable/important the event described is
perceived to be; and (3) similarity or how similar the event
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described is to one’s own experience (only relevant to imag-
ined events). Openness to experience is one of the Big Five
personality traits (Donnellan, Oswald, & Lucas, 2006) and
is associated with individuals typically described as creative,
cognitively open, introspective, and imaginative. To this ex-
tent, openness may closely reflect a language user’s ability to
creatively use language to describe events drawing on both
imagination and episodic memory. On the other hand, how
important an event is perceived to be may impact recall of
relevant primary experience. Critically, however, we expect
that overall novel metaphor use should depend on the abil-
ity to more directly access relevant primary experience which
should be more closely associated with recalled compared to
imagined stories and associated to a greater extent with imag-
ined stories that describe an event highly similar to one’s own
experience.

Hippocorpus

The Hippocorpus is a dataset of 6,854 English diary-like short
stories. This involves pairs of recalled and imagine stories in
the first person perspective that are matched for topic (Sap
et al., 2020). Specifically, the data was collected in two main
stages using MTurk. First, workers were asked to recall mem-
orable/salient events that happened to them. Secondly, a sep-
arate set of workers were asked to imagine events using a
summary sentence. Importantly, they were instructed to de-
scribe the event as if it had happened to them but not describe
an experience that actually happened to them. An example
of a recalled event containing metaphor is shown in (1). An
example of a summary of the above recalled story is shown
in (2). Lastly, an example of an imagined story containing
metaphor and using the above summary as a topic is shown
in (3).

1. Recalled: “Five months ago, my niece and nephew were
born. They are my sister’s first children, and I was so ex-
cited when she announced she was pregnant and I would be
an aunt... They were both so perfect an tiny. I was like hold-
ing tiny dolls...”

2. Summary: My sister gave birth to my twin niece and
nephew. I visited them in the hospital and held them just after
they were born. They were premature and tiny, but strong and
healthy.

3. Imagined: “...When I arrived my sister had just deliv-
ered and I just was in awe. Even though they were a bit small
they were mighty. Seeing the tears of joy my sister had was
the most warming thing...”

The Hippocorpus is accompanied by data on variables such
as openness to experience, emotionality or how memorable
or important the event was, and similarity to one’s own ex-
perience (relevant mainly to imagined events), among other
demographic information (Sap et al., 2020). Openness to ex-
perience was assessed using Mini-IPIP personality question-
naire (Donnellan et al., 2006). Emotionality and similarity
were assessed using five-point Likert scales.

Automatic Metaphor Identification
To automatically identify metaphors in the Hippocorpus, we
extract predictions from a neural network pre-trained on a
corpus annotated for metaphor use at word level. State-
of-the-art metaphor identification methods cast the task in
a sequence labelling paradigm and fine-tune a pre-trained
language model on sentences from a metaphor corpus, pre-
dicting a binary metaphoricity label for each word (Dankers
et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020). We use the model of
Dankers et al. (2020), who extend that setup by including dis-
course information in the prediction. The Hippocorpus con-
tains sentences in the context of a document, which makes
the discourse-aware neural model particularly suitable. The
metaphor identification model is initialized with the BERT
model (Devlin et al., 2019), that contains 12 self-attention
layers, pre-trained on large corpora with a language model-
ing objective. BERT is augmented with a metaphor classifi-
cation layer that takes two components as input at every step:
BERT’s representation of the word to label, and a represen-
tation that is a weighted average of the words contained in
the wider discourse, consisting of the sentence itself, and one
preceding and one succeeding sentence.

The model is trained using data from the FigLang 2020
metaphor shared task (Leong et al., 2020), that provides bi-
nary labels for verbs, adjectives, nouns and adverbs from a
subset of the VU Amsterdam metaphor corpus (Steen et al.,
2010). The VU Amsterdam metaphor corpus contains doc-
uments from the British National Corpus (Clear, 1993) that
fall into four genres: academic, news, conversation, and fic-
tion. The shared task data contains a training dataset with
73 thousand labelled words, of which 15% are metaphori-
cal. We refer the reader to Dankers et al. (2020) for further
details on the training procedure of the model. We apply
a model pre-trained by Dankers et al. (2020)—specifically,
BERT with general attention and (k = 1)—to the Hippocor-
pus, that obtained an F1-score (i.e. the harmonic mean of the
precision and recall) of 71.1 on the shared task test set. A to-
tal of 53,375 words in the Hippocorpus were tagged as being
potentially metaphorical.

Novel Metaphor Identification
The VU Amsterdam corpus provides binary labels that in-
dicate whether a word is used metaphorically. Do Dinh,
Wieland, and Gurevych (2018) extended the corpus with nov-
elty scores for 15,180 metaphors. The scores range from 1
(novel) to −1 (conventionalized), and were collected through
best-worst scaling of four items at a time by crowd-workers
from Amazon Mechanical Turk, resulting in approximately
normally distributed scores.

We use these novelty annotations to train a neural net-
work that jointly predicts metaphor and novelty, and apply
it to the Hippocorpus after training. The network uses BERT
as neural encoding module and has both a linear classifier
with a sigmoid function to predict metaphoricity, and a linear
classifier with a tanh (hyperbolic tangent) function to predict
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metaphor novelty. To learn the model parameters, the train-
ing data is presented to the network in batches of size 32 over
the course of 2000 training steps. We use the AdamW op-
timizer (Loshchilov & Hutter, 2018) with an initial learning
rate of 5e−5 and a cosine-based learning rate schedule with
10% warmup. For the tasks of metaphor identification and
metaphor novelty prediction, the binary cross-entropy and L1
loss functions are used, respectively. The multi-task loss is a
weighted sum of the two components, with weights .05 and
.95, respectively.

The training procedure is repeated ten times with different
random seeds, that determine the random initialization of the
classifiers and the order in which the VU Amsterdam data
samples are presented to the model. Do Dinh et al. (2018)
report a mean absolute error (MAE) of .163 for a baseline
Bi-LSTM model. For the metaphors contained in the test set
of the FigLang 2020 shared task, we obtain a MAE of .142.
The correlation between the predictions and the target is .705
(Pearson’s r). We combine the predictions on the Hippocor-
pus of the ten models by using the maximum score assigned
to improve the recall of potentially novel metaphors in the
Hippocorpus.

Do Dinh et al. (2018) in their analysis and reporting of
novel metaphor chose an arbitrary threshold of T = 0.5 (with -
1 being very conventional and 1 being very novel) and labeled
everything above this threshold as novel. In the Hippocor-
pus we used a threshold of T = 0.45 and labeled everything
above this threshold as novel. We used a slightly less conser-
vative threshold in order to have a minimum of 1% possible
novel metaphor out of all metaphor detected. This resulted in
n = 468 novel metaphor in recalled stories and n = 354 novel
metaphor in imagined stories in the Hippocorpus.

Results
A Wilcoxon rank-sum test showed significantly higher nor-
malized frequency counts for novel metaphoric words in re-
called stories compared to imagined stories z(2611) = 2.18,
p < .05. Relatedly, we found that a Wilcoxon rank-sum test
showed higher values for the max novelty score of metaphoric
words in each story for recalled compared to imagined stories
z(2611) = 2.65, p< .01. We also showed significantly higher
average novelty scores for metaphoric words in recalled sto-
ries (m = 0.07, std = 0.17) compared to imagined stories
(m = 0.05, std = 0.15), t(2611) = 3.10, p < .01. In the lat-
ter case, we set all stories with no novel metaphors to have a
novelty score of zero. The results suggest that language users
are more likely to use novel metaphor when they are able to
directly draw on primary experience during event narration.

A regression analysis showed that factors that impact the
degree to which language users are able to draw on pri-
mary experience during event narration (i.e., openness to
experience—one of the Big Five personality traits, similarity
or how similar the event described is to one’s own experience
[only relevant to imagined stories], and emotionality or how
memorable/important the event described is perceived to be)

may be subtly associated with novel metaphoric word counts
(and novelty scores for metaphoric words) in different ways
in recalled versus imagined stories. A multiple regression
analysis was run to predict the normalized frequency counts
for novel metaphoric words in each story from openness and
emotionality with type of story (recalled = 1 versus imag-
ined = 0) coded as a dummy variable. We also included all
possible interactions with the type of story as predictor vari-
ables in the regression. We found that openness β = 0.0003,
t(5219) = 3.96, p < .001 and the interaction between open-
ness and story type β = 0.0003, t(5219) = 3.39, p < .01
added statistically significantly to the prediction explaining a
small proportion of variance in normalized frequency counts
for novel metaphoric words with R2 = 0.016, F(5,5219) =
17.44, p < .001. We also ran a multiple regression analysis
to predict the average novelty scores for metaphoric words,
which also showed a significant effect for openness β = 0.03,
t(5219) = 4.047, p < .001 and the interaction between open-
ness and story type, β = 0.03, t(5219) = 3.00, p < .01 ex-
plaining a small proportion of variance in novel metaphor
counts with R2 = 0.018, F(5,5219) = 19.23, p< .001. Taken
together these result suggest that the personality trait of open-
ness is more closely associated with novel metaphor use in
recalled compared to imagined stories.

In order to test the extent to which similarity (only rele-
vant for imagined stories) impacted novel metaphor use in
each story we conducted an additional regression analysis.
A multiple regression analysis was run to predict the av-
erage novelty scores for metaphoric words in each imag-
ined story from openness, emotionality, and similarity. We
also included all possible interactions with similarity as pre-
dictor variables in the regression. We found that openness
β= 0.03, t(2606)= 1.97, p< .05 and the interaction between
openness and similarity β = 0.01, t(2606) = 2.10, p < .05
added statistically significantly to the prediction, however,
only explaining a very small proportion of variance in av-
erage novelty scores for metaphoric words with R2 = 0.005,
F(5,2606) = 2.86, p < .05. Nevertheless, this result is in line
with our intuition that when language users are able to draw
on primary experience (e.g., if they have had a similar expe-
rience to the event described) they may be more likely to use
novel metaphor during event narration.

Lastly, a multiple regression analysis was also run to
predict the normalized frequency counts for all metaphoric
words (irrespective of novelty) in each story from openness
and emotionality with type of story (recalled = 1 versus imag-
ined = 0) coded as a dummy variable. We also included all
possible interactions with type of story as predictor variables
in the regression. We found that emotionality added statis-
tically significantly to the prediction β = 0.001, t(5219) =
2.355, p < .05 but only explaining a very small proportion
of variance in normalized frequency counts for metaphoric
words with R2 = 0.003, F(5,5219) = 2.65, p < .05. A sim-
ilar but slightly stronger result was found when looking at
predicting the normalized frequency counts for conventional
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metaphoric words. Taken together, these results may suggest
that emotionality (or how important the event was perceived
to be) may be subtly associated with metaphor use overall.
This is in line with prior research showing a link between
metaphor and emotion but this will need to be further inves-
tigated in a larger dataset that more directly assesses the role
of emotion.

Discussion

In this study we used NLP techniques to analyze metaphor in
a corpus of English diary-like stories of recalled and imag-
ined events. Specifically, we sought to investigate whether
episodic memory demands (or cognitive factors that impact a
language users ability to draw on primary experience) during
event narration modulate novel (conventional) metaphor use.
Importantly, imagined events were matched in topic with re-
called events in the corpus but included descriptions of events
as if they had happened to the authors of the stories but not
describing an event that actually happened to them. For the
stories in the corpus, Sap et al. (2020) showed that describing
recalled events places larger demands on episodic memory
compared to imagined events, which largely involve seman-
tic memory. Furthermore, stories were also accompanied by
variables or factors that may impact a language user’s ability
to draw on primary experience to describe events including
(1) openness to experience—one of the Big Five personal-
ity traits; (2) emotionality or how memorable/important the
event described was perceived to be; and (3) similarity or
how similar the event described was to one’s own experi-
ence (only relevant to imagined events). We hypothesized
that greater episodic memory demands in recalled compared
to imagined stories (or cognitive factors that may modulate a
language user’s ability to draw on primary experience) should
positively modulate novel metaphor use during event narra-
tion.

The results showed significantly greater novel metaphor
count (and overall higher novelty scores for metaphoric
words) in recalled compared to imagined stories supporting
the idea that access to primary experience may be one im-
portant cognitive factor driving novel metaphor use at least in
event narration. Put another way, novel metaphor use is asso-
ciated with recalled events to a greater extent than imagined
events as they involve describing or reflecting on a private
experience that may be more difficult to fully convey using
only conventional metaphor. Filling these ‘lexical gaps’ in-
volves the creation of novel semantic representations through
the association of novel ideas (creative use of language). It
is believed that this process is mediated in part through rela-
tional processing in the hippocampus that allows for the in-
teraction of information associated with episodic and seman-
tic memory (Duff, Covington, Hilverman, & Cohen, 2020).
In contrast, while imagined events may also draw on these
processes—including to flexibly organize semantic represen-
tations in terms of temporal-spatial events—it is largely de-
pendent on semantic memory. This is in line with the find-

ing that imagined compared to recalled events were found to
rely more on commonsense knowledge and overall had more
linear narrative flow (i.e., likelihood of sentences under gen-
erative language models conditioned on varying amounts of
history) (Sap et al., 2020).

Importantly, we found that factors that impact the extent
to which language user’s are able to draw on primary experi-
ence to describe events were associated with novel metaphor
use in distinct ways in recalled compared to imagined events.
On the whole, we found evidence to suggest that the Big-Five
personality trait of openness to experience was significantly
associated with novel metaphor use (i.e., novel metaphor
counts and novelty scores for metaphoric words) irrespective
of story type. Notably, however, we found that openness was
significantly more associated with novel metaphor use in re-
called compared to imagined stories. Moreover, when only
looking at imagined stories we found a small but significant
interaction effect between openness and similarity suggesting
that openness may be more associated with novel metaphor
use for imagined events that describe an experience very sim-
ilar to the author’s own personal experience. Openness to
experience in the Big Five personality traits has been associ-
ated with being creative, cognitively open, imaginative, and
introspective (Donnellan et al., 2006). These qualities would
certainly facilitate the ability to describe a private experience
that may be more difficult to convey using only conventional
metaphor (an important component of linguistic introspec-
tion). The results add further support to the idea that novel
metaphor use may be modulated by episodic memory de-
mands (or factors that directly impact a language user’s abil-
ity to draw on primary experience) during event narration.

Interestingly, when looking at metaphor counts irrespective
of novelty we found a very small positive association with
emotionality (or the perceived importance of the event de-
scribed) and not openness. This may suggest that emotional-
ity is to some extent associated with metaphor use, more gen-
erally. This would be in line with prior research suggesting
that language users draw on emotion metaphors to talk about
emotion (Kovecses, 2000), as well as metaphor to conceptu-
alize their emotional experiences (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980).
This is further supported by work showing that metaphor may
be more emotionally evocative compared to equivalent literal
expressions (Citron & Goldberg, 2014; Mohammad, Shutova,
& Turney, 2016), which supports the idea that metaphor may
be used for added rhetorical effect. Critically, the task in-
volved depictions of memorable life events (e.g., the birth of a
child or the death of a loved one) and, therefore, a good num-
ber of these events were rated as having high perceived im-
portance overall, which may have prevented finding a larger
effect of emotion on metaphor during event narration. Future
work will need to more directly assess the impact of emotion
on metaphor (also novel versus conventional metaphor use)
during event narration.

There are important limitations to the current work. The
results presented depend on the accurate identification of
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metaphor and, additionally, detection of novelty—a graded
concept difficult to pinpoint (Do Dinh et al., 2018). The
model we used for automatic metaphor identification suffers
from both false positives and negatives but at a low rate with
an F1-score of 71.1 (i.e. the harmonic mean of precision and
recall) on the FigLang 2020 metaphor shared task set (Leong
et al., 2020). We also obtained a low mean absolute error
performance (MAE = .142) for novelty score prediction in
the test set of the FigLang 2020 shared task when compared
to Do Dinh et al. (2018) human annotation best-worst scal-
ing of four metaphors at a time for novelty. Nevertheless,
these measures clearly indicate that a certain amount of noise
(e.g., false positives and negatives) may have impacted our
results possibly resulting in small effect sizes. On the other
hand, it is possible that systematic biases in the datasets and
the task of learning binary classification of metaphoric (non-
metaphoric) words and novelty scores may have impacted our
results. Human annotation of the Hippocorpus for metaphor
and novelty scores are ultimately needed to corroborate our
findings. This work will also help to evaluate and improve
models for metaphor (and novel metaphor) identification.

Finally, the work depends on the assumption that the task
in the Hippocorpus effectively manipulated episodic memory
demands which was corroborated through various linguistic
markers that were found (Sap et al., 2020). However, it is
entirely possible that the linguistic differences observed by
Sap et al. (2020) between recalled and imagined stories are
due to more general differences in the cognitive demands be-
tween imagined versus recalled narration due to the nature of
the task itself. In particular, in the imagined cases the authors
were asked to describe events given a topic which may be a
more difficult task compared to the task of merely retelling a
story. Moreover, participants were additionally asked to de-
scribe the event as if it happened to them (i.e., in the first-
person) but not describe an event that actually happened to
them. This may be somewhat of an unnatural task and, there-
fore, an overall more difficult task cognitively. Not to men-
tion it is unclear what motivation if any the participants might
have to do a good job at imagined storytelling. There might
be more communicative goals to consider such as imagined
storytelling for the purpose of deception or entertainment.
Thus, differences in the use of novel metaphor may merely
reflect the fact imagined storytelling placed greater overall
cognitive demands compared to recalled storytelling. Still,
it is not entirely evident how this could explain our findings
showing a small but significant interaction between the per-
sonality trait of openness and type of story (recalled versus
imagined), as well as an interaction between openness and
similarity in imagined stories. These findings rather suggest
an association between the ability for creative language intro-
spection and access to relevant primary experience irrespec-
tive of cognitive demands. Nevertheless, future work may
consider giving all participants a topic to narrate with more
explicit goals (communicative goals or otherwise) and later
assessing the extent to which the story closely reflects a spe-

cific event in memory or is more fictitious in nature. This
might better control for underlying differences in the diffi-
culty of narrating imagined versus recalled events.

In conclusion, we found evidence to suggest that episodic
memory demands (or cognitive factors that influence the ex-
tent to which language users are able to draw on primary ex-
perience) modulate novel metaphor use in event narration in
subtle ways. Future studies will need to more carefully tease
apart the exact cognitive factors associated with novel (con-
ventional) metaphor use and the mechanisms by which they
may be driving metaphor use in event narration. Attention
should also be given to the underlying communicative (inter-
personal) or other goals that may involved and its potential
impact on more novel metaphor use (Gerrig & Gibbs, 1988;
Horton, 2007). This analysis paves the way for using large-
scale corpora to analyze underlying cognitive processes that
modulate metaphorical language use.
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pean Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation program
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